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tions. Some solutions are targeted at helping users to organize
their personal collections, others focus at conveying information about the nature of a particular musical piece to professionals or to the general public. These visualization systems
typically require metadata as input, albeit some solutions rely
on features extracted directly from audio signals or from other
music representation formats. Surely the choice of features to
describe the songs determines what can be conveyed by a
visualization.
In order to be effective, feature-based music visualization
tools must handle two main issues, namely, identifying similarities in musical compositions and conceiving an intuitive
visual representation that facilitates the analysis of a single
music or a collection. With a few exceptions, existing solutions
handle these as two separate problems and devise independent
solutions to each. Moreover, methods vary widely as to the
metric employed to assess the similarity between pieces or
between segments from a particular music. In fact, the concept
of similarity is highly dependent on the application goals, and
one can hardly expect that a single metric will be effective in
multiple contexts [1]. Therefore, most visualizations focus on
particular tasks such as highlighting songs from a common
genre or grouping those with similar harmonic structure,
tailoring the similarity metrics to their goal. The design of
metrics that serve to more general purposes while being useful
for visualization purposes is an issue that deserves further
investigation.
This work introduces a novel visualization of a collection
of songs that attempts to overcome some of the above issues.
More speciﬁcally, we present a new mechanism to extract and
structure features from musical data which enables measuring
the similarity between music pieces as well as building meaningful visual representations. The proposed visual metaphor
abstracts some aspects of the musical structure and favors
an integrated manipulation of both single musical pieces
and collections. It combines an iconic representation with a
spatial placement that reﬂects the structural similarity of songs,
an information that may be useful in different exploratory
contexts. The spatial placement based on similarity is obtained
by projecting the music features with the Least Square Projection (LSP) [2] multidimensional projection technique, with
feature similarity evaluated with the DTW – Dynamic Time
Warping – distance function. LSP was chosen for the visual
mapping due to its known capabilities regarding neighborhood

Abstract—Users interact a lot with their personal music
collections, typically using standard text-based interfaces that
offer constrained functionalities based on assigned metadata or
tags. Alternative visual interfaces have been developed, both
to display graphical views of music collections that attempt
to reﬂect some chosen property or organization, or to display
abstract visual representations of speciﬁc songs. Yet, there are
many dimensions involved in the perception and handling of
music and mapping musical information into computer tractable
models is a challenging problem. With a wide variety of possible
approaches, the search for novel strategies to visually represent
songs and/or collections persists, targeted either at the general
public or at musically trained individuals. In this paper we
describe a visual interface to browse music collections that relies
on a graphical metaphor designed to convey the underlying
musical structure of a song. An iconic representation of individual
songs is coupled with a spatial placement of songs that reﬂects
their structural similarity. The song icon is derived from features
extracted from MIDI ﬁles, rather than from audio signals. The
very nature of MIDI descriptions enables the identiﬁcation of
simple, yet meaningful, musical structures, allowing us to extract
features that support both creating the icon and comparing songs.
A similarity-based spatial placement is created projecting the
feature vectors with the Least Square Projection multidimensional
projection, employing the Dynamic Time Warping distance function to evaluate feature similarity. We describe the process of
generating such visual representations and illustrate potentially
interesting usage scenarios.
Keywords-Visualization of Music Collections; Multidimensional
Projection; High-Dimensional Data Visualization; Similaritybased Visualizations

I. I NTRODUCTION
Highly affordable personal computing devices with good
processing and storage capacity, coupled with the proliferation
of peer-to-peer networks and online music stores have facilitated the widespread accumulation of personal audio data.
Browsing, sharing and talking about music collections is now
commonplace to many users. With collections growing in size
and diversity at a fast pace, they often struggle to recover
relevant pieces, organize or just explore their collections. Most
systems rely solely on text-based interfaces with constrained
functionalities based on metadata, either assigned or retrieved.
Users often feel frustrated as they want to compare, inspect or
just talk about a song, not necessarilily being actually aware
of title, performing artist or album.
This scenario has motivated several alternative visualizations of music, focusing on different user needs or expecta1530-1834/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/SIBGRAPI.2014.53
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extracted from MP3 ﬁles are reduced to 80 dimensions with
Principal Component Analysis.
Neumayer et al. [5] use Self-Organizing-Map (SOM) neural
networks to create visual interfaces for PDAs and Tablets.
Their focus, however, is on extracting audio features capable
of characterizing perceived sounds according to their rhythmic
patterns. MusicBox [6] maps a music collection into a twodimensional space representation, but spatialization is achieved
applying Principal Components Analysis to a ﬂexible combination of contextual and content-based features extracted from
MP3. As in several other works, including our own, the goal
is to display a similarity map that visually groups similar
songs and separates dissimilar ones. The graph-based visual
interface by Muelder et al. [7] also highlights song similarities.
The Discrete Fourier Transform is applied to convert audio
ﬁles into spectograms, which are then statistically reduced to
signatures and compared with a similarity function. Songs are
shown as graph vertices, and weighted edges indicate pairwise similarities. All previous approaches rely on properties
extracted directly from the audio, and as such can only support
the identiﬁcation of similarity relations that can be captured
from the audio signal. Tasks such as identiﬁcation of songs
with similar structure in terms of chord sequences but with
distinct harmonic arrangement can hardly be accomplished by
those methods.
Visualizations may also use metadata, either as a complement to other features, or as standalone features. Gulik
et al. [8] describe a graph-based visualization for browsing
music collections on small screen devices that highlights the
similarity between artists, which is computed from features
extracted directly from the audio, but with added metadata
to provide contextual information, such as mood, genre and
year. The SOM-based visualizations of artists and songs by
Risi et al. [9] may be built using either semantic descriptions
learned from low level audio features or user-assigned tags
in the Last.fm social music platform. MusicalNodes [10] uses
graph visualizations of albums organized according to their
tagged genre, while the interactive overview visualizations
by Torrens et al. [11] organize songs considering multiple
dimensions such as genre, artist, year, and others. Relying
solely on user assigned metadata also has limitations, as
errors, inconsistencies and missing information often affect
the quality and precision of the resulting visualizations.

preservation and group separation, while achieving a proper
balance between
√ mapping precision and computational cost
(which is (O(n n)), with n the number of instances) [2].
The design rationale behind our solution is: (i) to derive
a simple abstraction of the musical structure of songs that
reﬂects their global structural similarity; so that (ii) songs can
be arranged in a visualization that broadly reﬂects their similar
musical structures, (iii) without requiring user intervention to
organize the visualization or describe similarity.
Unlike most current approaches for music visualization, we
perform feature extraction on MIDI, a symbolic music format.
MIDI ﬁles encode a description of the notes in the musical
score and its very nature enables to identify meaningful
musical structures. In contrast to audio ﬁle formats such as
MP3, which store signals, the MIDI-encoded information is
considered a more convenient format to infer higher level
abstract features, being particularly attractive to users with musical knowledge or those interested in interactive applications
and performances, such as recording companies and music
professionals [3]. Albeit less popular than audio formats,
we believe MIDI ﬁles provide an interesting alternative for
experimenting with novel music visualization solutions that
may serve distinct, possibly more specialized communities.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• A new methodology to abstract structural features from
MIDI ﬁles that allows for identifying similar songs while
still serving for visualization purposes of a single music
or a collection.
• An iconic representation of the basic structure of musical
compositions. Such iconic representation enables selecting
and analysing groups of songs that share a common
structural similarity in terms of chord sequence repetitions.
• An interactive mechanism that combines the iconic representation with a multidimensional projection, providing an
alternative interface for navigating music collections.
As shown in the results, the proposed approach turns out quite
ﬂexible and affords tasks such as visually identifying cover
songs and temporal changes in the musical style of a particular
artist or band.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several music visualization solutions are described in the
literature, including visual interfaces proposed to handle collections and solutions targeted at visualizing single musical
pieces.

Single Music A few contributions address the problem of
visualizing individual songs. In this case, information may be
extracted from the audio signals [12], from MIDI descriptions
[13], [14], [15], or yet from descriptive documents [16].
Akin to our contribution, Muller and Jiang [12] exploit the
idea of visually conveying repetitive structures in music. They
perform music structure analysis on audio ﬁles to segment
the music and compute a ﬁtness value that is assigned to
each audio segment. Based on the induced segmentation,
a distance measure is deﬁned that allows comparing two
arbitrary segments, and then map similar segments to similar
colors and vice-versa. With such information and the ﬁtness

Collections Visualizations of collections are typically devised
to highlight some property of similarity, which may be computed from features automatically extracted from the audio, or
based on user-assigned metadata, or yet from a combination
of both. Approaches vary in their choices of representative
features, similarity criterion and visual metaphors. Islands of
Music [4], an early example of graphical interface for digital
music libraries, displays songs as islands with mountains and
hills, placed so as to reﬂect their similarity. 1, 200 features
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Our approach In this work we chose to design a speciﬁc
feature extractor that captures relevant chord sequences in
order to work with a higher level abstraction of the musical
structure, as detailed in Section III. Chord recognition is
extensively studied in the ﬁeld of music information retrieval,
but it is typically performed on the audio data, which is
converted into a sequence of chroma-based features [19],
whereas we recognize chord sequences in the MIDI encodings.
Using MIDI as input enables extracting musical abstractions
that are meaningful to musically trained individuals, such as
the instruments playing, melodic contour, chord frequencies
and rhythmic density. Our representation of a music affords
creating an icon that summarizes properties not explicitly
represented in visualizations built from features extracted
from audio signals. Moreover, it allows creating visualizations
capable of grouping songs based on their underlying structure
and understanding their similarity relations by comparing their
visual structures.
As discussed above, existing visualization techniques either focus in computing and highlighting similarities or in
identifying and highlighting structures internal to a music. To
our best knowledge, our solution is unique in its usage of a
single representation both to visually picture a music and to
identify similarities between songs. This combination supports
certain analysis tasks that can not be conducted with existing
visualization solutions.

values authors derive scape plot visualizations that indicate the
repetitive properties of segments and cross-segment relations.
These may be combined into a single hierarchical representation called structure scape plot. The focus is on exploring the
internal structure of a piece.
Wolkowicz et al. [13] generate a single image that represents
a music, and like us use the MIDI description. A music
is displayed as a rectangular color image made of squares,
where each square represents the similarity between two
corresponding notes played at times ti and tj . Similarity
matrices, computed as described in earlier work by Foote [17],
are used to create the visualization, which can reveal aspects of
the musical structure and detail leading themes. Its generation
requires deﬁning a music representation and a comparison
function.
Another interesting example is the “The Shape of Song”
visualizations by Wattenberg [15]. The visual diagrams display
songs as sequences of translucent arches, where each arch
connects two repeated, identical passages of a composition,
reﬂecting its structure. MIDI ﬁles describe multiple tracks
typically associated with different instruments or voices. Each
track is analyzed separately to produce the visualizations.
Resulting diagrams reﬂect the unique timing and rhythm
characteristics of each MIDI description.
In yet another relevant work, Wing Yin et al. [16] introduce
a sophisticated visualization aimed at revealing the semantic
structure of classical music pieces, so that even individuals
with little background or formal training can gain insight into
structural elements and compositional techniques and actually
’understand’ the toughts behind the structural arrangements.
Authors formulate semantic structure in terms of macrolevel
layer interactions, microlevel theme variations and interactions
and relationships between themes and layers. Musical structure
data are retrieved manually from descriptive essays in a preprocessing stage conducted to recover the relevant structural
information on layers and themes.
Also for visualizing music pieces, and also focusing on
displaying the chord structure, the Isochords visualization [14]
highlights the consonant intervals between notes and common
chords in music, conveying information about interval quality,
chord quality, and the chord progression. Again, the goal is
to offer listeners a means to grasp the underlying structure of
a song. Musical events are displayed on a two-dimensional
triangular isometric coordinate grid to visually approximate
the consonance and dissonance of tones.
The solutions discussed adopt different approaches to handle
the problem of visually abstracting aspects of the musical
structure. Although they can support comparisons between a
few pieces, the goal is to facilitate the analysis or comprehension of single pieces, which is achieved at various levels
of sophistication. On the other hand, solutions for visualizing
collections concentrate on conveying the similarity relations
rather than visually abstracting speciﬁc pieces. Combining
both tasks is typically not a target goal, even though similarity
assessment is a relevant issue in computational processing of
music and has deserved considerable attention [1], [18].

III. F EATURE EXTRACTION : C HORD R ECOGNITION
The proposed approach relies on the structure of musical
pieces to deﬁne a measure of similarity as well as to provide a
visual representation of both individual songs and collections.
The MIDI ﬁles are processed using basic music theory [20]
in order to identify music tonality and chords and abstract
the global structure of a song. In this section we show how
tonality and chords, which correspond to the building blocks
of our approach, can be obtained from MIDI ﬁles.
Music tonality MIDI ﬁles provide information about the
compass (small intervals in which a musical piece is split)
and the set of notes played in each compass. It is possible to
obtain, from the set of notes, the tonality of a compass. For
instance, if a compass contains the notes F# and C# but not G#,
D#, A#, E# and B# then the tonality is D major or B minor.
To decide between major and minor tones one may count the
sharp (#) and ﬂat (b) notes in the compass. The tonality is
major if there are more sharp notes, otherwise, if the compass
contains more ﬂat notes then the tonality is minor.
Chords identiﬁcation Once the tonality has been deﬁned one
can identify the chord played in a compass under analysis. For
the sake of illustration, suppose the tonality is C. There are
a set of possible chords in the harmonic ﬁeld of C, and we
make use of the so-called triads to identify which of those
chords correspond to the notes in the compass. Triads are the
three main notes that deﬁne a chord, for instance, the chord E
minor is in the harmonic ﬁeld of C and its triad comprises the
notes E,G, and B. Lookup tables can be built for the chords in
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the harmonic ﬁeld for each tonality. Therefore, a chord can be
identiﬁed by taking the tonality of the compass and its three
most frequent notes, querying the lookup table for the chord
made up by those three notes.
It is worth noticing that, although we consider all MIDI
channels to extract information, the music theory we employ
to identify chords is very basic. In fact, there are a multitude
of variations as to chord constructions, change of scale and
tonality during the execution of musical piece. Some of
the contributions reviewed in the literature, e.g., [16], [14]
produce more complex mappings focused on other types of
user tasks. Still, incorporating all the complexity inherent to
music constructions within our general scenario is unfeasible
and, as shown in Section V, the basic theory sufﬁces for
reaching informative and coherent results for our purposes.
Several sources are available to the reader interested in a
deeper understanding of music theory [21], [20], [22].

Algorithm 1 Icon Generation algorithm.
Require: Chord sequence S = {s1 , s2 , · · · , sN } extracted from a MIDI
song
Ensure: An icon with colors mapping the chord patterns
1: for n = N/2 to 1 do
2:
repeat
3:
Find in S the most frequent pattern pn of size n, considering only
chords not already used on longer patterns
4:
if f (pn ) > 1 then {f (pn ) stands for the frequency of pn }
5:
Assign a color to the chords in S that compose the pattern pn
(different from any previously used color)
6:
end if
7:
until f (pi ) ≤ 1
8: end for
9: If no colored chords exist, remove them from S and create the ﬁnal icon
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E

D

(a) A hypothetical chord sequence S.
ABCD
1

IV. S IMILARITY AND V ISUAL REPRESENTATIONS
The proposed visualization scheme conveys information on
the nature of a single music and also on how individual
songs in a collection relate with others. It combines an icon
representation with information given by a music similarity
map. In the following we describe how the music icon and
the music similarity map are generated.

BCDA
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CDAB
1

DABC
1
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1

BCED
1

(b) Patterns of size 4 and their frequencies.
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BCD
1
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1

DAB
1

BCE
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(c) Patterns of size 3 and their frequencies.
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B

A. Iconic representation

C

D

A

B

C

E

D

B
2

C
2

(d) Chord sequences S.

Each music is depicted as an icon that displays its repeated
structural patterns by showing colored block segments that
correspond to different patterns. Both the length and color of
each block segment map the size of its corresponding pattern.
The icon representing each music is a graphical realization
of the structural arrangement of chords along the music. In
order to build the icon, the Horspool string matching algorithm
[23] is applied to identify patterns of chords in a given musical
sequence. Subsets, initially of size N2 , in which N is the total
number of chords, are extracted from the chord sequence.
These subsets of chords are the patterns to be searched for
by Horspool, which scans the sequence for the pattern until
it ﬁnds one or more occurrences. This process is performed
iteratively, at each step decrementing by 1 the size of the
patterns to be identiﬁed and then searched. Finally, the patterns
found in the chord sequence are represented as segment blocks
in the icon, associating a different color to each pattern. This
process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Figure 1 shows a simple example of applying Algorithm 1
to a hypothetical chord sequence of size N = 8, depicted
in Figure 1(a). Initially, the pattern size is set to n = 4, the
patterns are identiﬁed and their corresponding frequencies are
calculated, as shown in Figure 1(b). Since all patterns occur
exactly once, none is selected. The pattern size is then set to
n = 3. Figure 1(c) lists the corresponding patterns and their
frequencies. Notice that pattern ABC (yellow segment) occurs
twice in S. This pattern is selected and after checking that
it is contained in an already labeled longer pattern, a color
(blue) is assigned to the chords (Figure 1(d)). Figure 1(e)
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2

CD
1
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1
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1

ED
1
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(e) Patterns of size 2 and their (f) Patterns of size 1
frequencies.
and their frequencies.
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B

C

D
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B

C
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(g) Chord sequences S.

3

1

3

1

(h) Structure of chord patterns extracted.
Fig. 1.

Steps to create a music icon.

shows the patterns of size n = 2 and their corresponding
frequencies. Patterns with multiple occurrences (AB and BC)
that are contained in patterns already labeled are discarded.
Figure 1(f) shows the patterns of size n = 1. Only the standard
D is selected and labeled with a different color (red), as it
has multiple occurrences and is not contained in any pattern
already labeled (Figure 1(g)). Patterns occurring only once are
not signiﬁcant and may be removed, as the standard E in this
case. Figure 1(h) shows the resulting icon for this example.
We combine the iconic representation of songs and the
similarity layout of the collection to derive visualizations that
support both observing the structure of individual songs and
comparing the structures of multiple ones, as discussed next.
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C. Visualization System

B. Music similarity maps

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Icon of the musical structure of the song “Wind of change”, by
Scorpions, and its corresponding feature vector interpreted as signal.

The icon symbolizing a music piece is indeed a graphical
realization of the feature vector that represents the music. More
precisely, each feature vector corresponds to an array where
the entries store the music segments detected during the icon
construction. For instance, the feature vector corresponding to
the music symbolized by the icon in Figure 1.h is {3,1,3,1}.
Those feature vectors may be interpreted as a regularly
sampled signal, or a time series, with amplitudes given by the
vector entries, as illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2.a shows the
icon computed for a particular music, and Figure 2.b depicts
its corresponding feature vector representation as a signal.
Given a set of songs described by their structural features,
we generate a similarity-based 2D spatial layout projecting
the feature vectors with the Least Square Projection (LSP) [2].
Similarity is assessed with the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
distance function. DTW is a suitable choice because it can
compare two feature vectors (signals) while accounting for
temporal displacements, thus ﬁnding an optimal match between the given signal sequences.
Also worth noticing is that the feature vectors and their
corresponding “signals” have different sizes, as each music
is represented by an arbitrary number of relevant chord
sequences. Although DTW can handle sequences of different sizes, we obtained better results after applying nearestneighbor interpolation to the smaller sequence, so that sequences compared are the same size. For aesthetical purposes,
we also use interpolation to ﬁt sequences to a particular size
when displaying a detailed list of music icons (see Section V).
Figure 3 illustrates (in area labeled 1) a layout, or “similarity
map”, obtained with the above process. The collection is
depicted as a point cloud, where each song is represented
by a circle colored according to its (known) genre (notice
that genre information was not considered in computing the
layout). Such layouts provide potentially useful information on
the relationships between songs, but point clouds are hard to
interpret. For a start, they disclose little information about the
nature of individual songs or why groups are being formed.
Moreover, there is considerable clutter.
We combine the similarity layout and the structure icon to
deliver a compromise between the point clouds, which lack
semantic information and suffer from clutter, and plain views
of icons, which lack information on similarity relations. The
similarity map is shown as a point cloud, and music icons (one
or multiple) appear in a detailed view after any user selection
on the map.

Fig. 3. Screenshot illustrating the interface of the music visualization system.

The representations described have been incorporated into
a visualization interface for music collections, illustrated in
Figure 3, which conveys information about the nature of
individual songs and also about how songs are related in
terms of their underlying structure, allowing the exploration
of a personal collection. The visualization system has been
developed in Java, relying on an in-house available implementation of LSP. It combines the iconic representation with
the similarity map to intuitively visualize relationships and
browse the collection at different levels of detail. The tool
and an illustrative video are available 1 .
The area labeled 1 in the interface shows the interactive
similarity map of a collection. Users can interact zooming
in/out with the mouse scroll, select individual songs or brush
to select groups, using the tools provided in area 2, which
allow, for example, to activate a magnifying glass, brush a
selection, or display song titles over the map. It also includes
controls for input parameters required by several details-ondemand interaction functionalities.
It is possible, for example, to select a region in the map
and handle the corresponding songs as a new data set on
a different window, generate the grid-based spatial view, or
generate and display a list of the structure icons for a selected
subset of songs. Brushing a selection in the map, as indicated
by the rectangle, results in details displayed in area 3: it is
possible to play any song by double-clicking on its title or
by clicking the play button, move forward or backward in
the list by clicking on the corresponding buttons, or remove
songs from the list. Furthermore, listed songs (or a subset)
may be added to a playlist, which offers similar reproduction
functionalities. Area 4 displays the title of the song currently
playing and its corresponding structure icon.
V. R ESULTS AND C OMPARISONS
Results presented in this section were obtained in an Intel
Core i3 CPU M 350 2.27GHz ×4 and 8GB of RAM. The
MIDI music ﬁles have been gathered from multiple Internet
sources, resulting in a collection of nearly 1, 400 songs of
varied musical genres, as detailed in Table I. We illustrate
1 http://vicg.icmc.usp.br/infovis2/MusicVisualization
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next some exploratory tasks supported by the proposed visualizations and interaction functionalities.
Genres
pop-rock
classical music
latin country
jazz
Total

1, 031
31
246
95
1, 403

(a) jazz
Fig. 6.

TABLE I
C ONTENTS OF THE MIDI MUSIC COLLECTION .

(b) classical

Structure icons for samples of jazz and classical songs.

sources. For popular songs, these are often created by volunteers and for different purposes, not necessarily complying
with speciﬁed quality standards. The quality of the outcome is
likely affected by varying degrees of user ability, motivation
and goals, unlike the high-quality MIDI encodings provided,
for example, by recording companies.
It is interesting to compare versions of a music coded in
different MIDI ﬁles. The icons clearly show similarities and
variations, which may be due to the varying quality of the
encodings, to using various musical instruments, or yet to
different performances of a particular song. The variations are
clearly perceptible when the MIDIs are executed.
Let us consider the encodings of a few songs by The Beatles.
Version 2 of “Cant buy me love” again has a slightly faster
pace and the endings of the two versions are quite different.
Version 1 ends abruptly, whereas version 2 ﬁnishes gradually
with a smooth melody. A similar case happens with “I’will cry
instead”. The versions of “Tell me why” have quite similar, but
not identical icons. When listening to the songs one notices
that the encoding of version 1 uses more instruments and is of
higher quality. Version 2 of “Help” has a longer introduction
and a faster pace as compared to version 1. In “Twist and
Shout” the icons are very similar, and the perceivable differences in their performances lie in the introduction and in the
middle, as reﬂected in the corresponding icons.

A. Structure versus Genre
The representation based on the musical structure allow us
to create visualizations that highlight the underlying similarities and differences of multiple musical genres. Figure 4 shows
the LSP similarity map of a collection that includes classical
music pieces (31 entries, represented by blue circles), poprock (1, 031 entries, red circles) and latin country (246 entries,
green circles), comprising a total of 1, 308 pieces. The LSP
layout clearly separates the songs from different genres, showing that the proposed feature representation can discriminate
those categories of songs. The iconic representation of the
highlighted groups depict the underlying structures of each
selected music. Notice the similar structure of songs from a
genre, showing the effectiveness of our iconic representation
towards enabling a visual comparison of the pieces in a
collection.
A similar analysis can be made from Figure 5, which
added some jazz pieces to the previous collection (95 entries,
shown as the gray circles). The visualization suggests that the
underlying structure of classical music and jazz are similar, as
they overlap signiﬁcantly in the layout. This is conﬁrmed in
Figure 6, which depict the structure icons for samples from
each genre. Interestingly, we discussed those results with a
maestro who conﬁrmed that a distinguishing characteristic of
both classical and jazz compositions, as compared with poprock music, is their lack of a homogeneous structure. Poprock songs, on the contrary, typically have a small number of
well-deﬁned blocks of chords that repeat two or three times
throughout the music.
The icons in the detailed views are stacked according to
their computed similarities in the layout. Moreover, all selected
icons are displayed with the same size, although songs are
represented by feature vectors of different sizes. As mentioned
in Section IV their describing signals are interpolated so that
they all have the same size, thus producing an aesthetically
more pleasing visualization. One might also consider retaining
the original sizes in the visualization, if such information is
deemed useful.
B. Identifying Music Versions

C. Temporal evolution
Figure 8 shows a projected similarity map of 370 songs by
The Beatles that have been split into two time windows, one
referring to their very early production, from 1963 to 1965
(blue circles), and other relative to songs from 1966 and later
(red circles). The ﬁgure also details the musical structures relative to both periods, displaying the icons for two selections of
songs from each temporal period considered. Their structural
patterns are obviously very distinct, conﬁrming the temporal
segmentation observed in the spatial distribution of the songs
in the similarity map, with a concentration of older songs in
the left area.
This example illustrates how the visual representations can
support exploratory investigations on how the production of
an artist or band changed along time. We are not aware of
any other visual tool capable of performing a similar task.

Figure 7 shows the icons created relative to several versions
of songs by The Beatles included in our collection. The
MIDI descriptions have been collected from multiple internet

VI. D ISCUSSION AND L IMITATIONS
The comparisons presented in the previous section clearly
illustrate the potential of the proposed representation to dis-
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Fig. 4. Similarity map of 1, 308 songs, including samples from classical music (blue), pop-rock (red) and latin country (green), and musical icons relative
to the selections.

Fig. 5. Similarity map of 1, 403 songs, including samples of classical music (blue), jazz (gray), pop-rock (red) and latin country (green), and musical icons
relative to the selections.

Beatles
Can’t buy me love

Help

I’ll cry instead

Twist and Shout

Tell me why

1
2

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Musical icons reveal differences in multiple performances of a song (distinct MIDI sources).

Overview of songs by Beatles in different stages of their career, and detailed views of the structure of songs from two periods considered.

tinguish songs with different types of structures and highlight
similarities and dissimilarities.

Example tasks include identifying different versions of the
same music, identifying recordings with distinct characteristics
and qualities, observing variations across multiple musical
genres and temporal structural variations in the production of
a band or artist.

Using the same underlying representation to derive a visualization of the songs and to assess similarity between them
enables creating a ﬂexible visualization that supports several
exploratory tasks and navigation on a collection of songs.

In order to validate our feature extraction, we used the
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Non-matching objects
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TABLE II
SVM CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR DATA SET IN F IGURE 4.

Visual Classiﬁcation System (VCS) by Paiva et al. [24] to
obtain a classiﬁcation of the collection depicted in Figure 4,
represented with the proposed feature vectors and measuring
dissimilarity with the DTW distance. As supported by VCS,
we used an NJ-tree representation to visually select a training
sample. Best results were obtained with a training set of
370 samples (28.3% of the data) and the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classiﬁer (VCS uses the LibSVM implementation [25]). The SVM parameters were set as follows: linear
kernel with coefﬁcient 0, cost 1, kernel degree 3, tolerance
for termination criterion 0.0010, gamma 0, nu value 0.5, and
default data normalization. Table II summarizes the results.
They conﬁrm that the musical structure, expressed in terms of
chord repetitions identiﬁed along the music, provides a useful
feature to characterize distinct musical genres, with the added
advantage of affording a summary visualization that is simple
and easily interpretable.
Scalability is a major limitation of the current solution.
Projection mappings from large data sets tend to be cluttered,
impairing user interpretation and navigation. This issue might
be tackled by multiscale approaches and global views of a
collection with details-on-demand functionalities, which we
shall investigate as future work.
It is also true that the structural representation extracted
is highly simpliﬁed and does not map higher level semantic
structures. This is a consequence of the feature extraction
process proposed relying only on very basic concepts of
music theory, discarding other potentially relevant information
included in the MIDI sources, such as data about rythm and
instruments. Still, it does provide an abstraction suitable for
the purposes of our navigation interface.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We introduced a music visualization based on a representation of the internal structures within a song. This representation is based on extracting meaningful chord sequences from a
MIDI description, which allows creating a feature vector that
serves both to encode a visual representation and to compute
similarities between songs. We presented several illustrative
examples of how the proposed visualizations can assist users
in some music exploration tasks that are not supported by
existing solutions.
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